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DISABLED PEOPLE’S ASSOCIATION

Mission
To be the voice of the people with disabilities,
working with them to achieve full participation
and equal status in the society through
independent living.

Vision
To build an inclusive society where persons
with disabilities have access to the same rights
and opportunities as everyone else.
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President’s message

DPA President, Mr Nicholas Aw (left), with Minister of Social and Family Development Tan Chuan Jin (second
from right) and DPA Assistant Honorary Treasurer Ms Tan Keng Ying (right) at Football with a Heart 2016.

T

his year Disabled People’s Association
(DPA) has focused on ‘walking the talk’
and moving beyond changing mindsets to
educating and motivating people about how to
go out there and make changes that will impact
on the lives of persons with disabilities.
In April 2016, DPA reached a significant
milestone of having advocated with the
disability community for thirty years. DPA has
the honour of being the first registered
advocacy organisation in Singapore. Yet, as we
reflect on this achievement it is important to
take a moment to remember our former
founder and President, Mr Ron ChandranDudley.
Mr Chandran-Dudley passed away after a
massive heart attack on Wednesday, 30
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December 2015. After acquiring a disability in
1952 he went on become a leading disability
advocate and was one of the founders and first
chairman of the Disabled People’s International
(DPI). DPI is an international disabled people’s
organisation that collaborates with the World
Health Organisation, International Labour
Organisation and United Nation Agencies.
Significantly, DPI was part of a coalition that
advocated for the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(CRPD). Back in Singapore, Mr Chandran-Dudley
founded the DPA in 1986 to further the cause of
the disability movement locally. At the last AGM
in 2015, Mr Chandran-Dudley reflected that he
was proud of how far DPA had come and the
work it continues to do in advocating for a more
inclusive society.
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DPA hopes to honour Mr Chandran-Dudley’s
legacy by DPA inspiring and nurturing future
disability advocates. In order to do this DPA has
stepped up its efforts to work with schools and
institutions of higher learning to challenge the
view that inclusion is a charitable thing and
instead replace it with the idea that it should be
a societal norm. I truly believe that if inclusion is
taught to students at a young age and more
children with disabilities are educated alongside
those without disabilities, we would not have as
much problems with integration in other areas
such as the workplace and in the community.
Going forward, DPA will build on our founder’s
work by taking on the challenge of realising the
CRPD by tackling a difficult, but important
subject of discrimination in the workplace. DPA
will work with the Institute of Policy Studies at
the National University of Singapore to not only
document barriers employees with disabilities
have faced in the workplace in Singapore, but
also explore what people mean when they talk
about discrimination. This project will be run by
persons with disabilities and will involve the
participants with disabilities at various stages of
the project, including deciding what to do with
the research after the findings are analysed.
DPA does not just merely talk about being the
voice of persons with disabilities, in this project
it is demonstrating that it actively engages with
and takes direction from the disability
community.

help build your confidence and find the right fit
for you in our collective advocacy work.
Next year is the last of my term as DPA
President. As important as it is to reflect on this
past year’s work, it just as essential to look at
succession planning. DPA’s membership has a
wealth of persons with disabilities who have the
potential to be future advocates and even sit on
our Board of Management. I encourage you to
think about how you can be involved in DPA’s
management at next year’s election.
As always, I invite you to be part of the
conversation and keep giving your views on the
issues you may face as a person with disabilities
so that we may continue to advocate together
for a more inclusive Singapore.

MR NICHOLAS AW
DPA President

I encourage you to get involved in the growing
number of events, projects and initiatives that
DPA is pursuing. With the new format of the
DPA Annual Report, it should be even easier to
see the variety of ways DPA empowers persons
with disabilities and engages with the public to
build a more inclusive society. Whether it is
personal input into a policy DPA is gathering
feedback on, training to be a speaker at one of
DPA’s talks or even attending an overseas
workshop for persons with disabilities, DPA can
ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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On Photo
DPA member, Ms Noraini Adnan, sharing her
thoughts on how children can do their part in
building an inclusive society at the SoCh in
Action ‘Be the Change’ exposition 2015.
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As an advocacy organisation in the disability
sector, we foster an inclusive society by

creating awareness of
disability issues
ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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Advocating with persons with
disabilities

DPA’s Executive Director, Dr Marissa Medjeral-Mills (left), facilitating the focus group discussion on education on 17
February 2016.

B

uilding on the great reception of DPA’s
booklets “Embracing Inclusion” and
“Achieving Inclusion in Transport”, this
year DPA continued the series by tackling what
it means for persons with disabilities to be
included in the workplace, education and
healthcare.
Following the model of the previous booklets,
DPA spoke to disability professionals, persons
with disabilities, parents and caregivers of
persons with disabilities to gain insights into the
issues faced by persons with disabilities in
relation to employment, education and
healthcare. Hearing their voices is important in
providing a useful data and insights on the
project as well as empowering stakeholders to
7

be part of the progress to an inclusive
Singapore.
Based on the feedback received from the focus
group discussions, DPA produced Achieving
Inclusion in the Workplace in August 2015 to
provoke a deeper and more informed
discussion about creating inclusive workplaces.
DPA plans to complete the series later in 2016
with booklets on education, healthcare,
Assistive Technology, the electoral process and
a guide to advocating with persons with
disabilities. The publication costs of these
booklets are supported by the Care and Share
grant.
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In anticipation of the general election in 2015,
DPA collaborated with the Singapore
Association for the Deaf (SADeaf), an
institutional member of DPA, to produce a
Proposal on Accessibility to Electoral Process.
The scope of enquiry covered all political media
broadcasts, election rallies, voting and election
results. Our findings and recommendations
were sent to the Elections Board and other
relevant parties in the Government for their
action.
Despite repeated attempts to engage and work
with the Elections Board to improve on current
accessibility initiatives, DPA and SADeaf did not
get any response so the report was published
on DPA’s website on November 2015. DPA will
follow up this report with a more in depth
booklet that looks at achieving inclusion in the
electoral process.
Front cover of Achieving Inclusion in the
Workplace.

Participants at the focus group discussion sharing their experiences of healthcare and education services.
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Advocating for disability
awareness and inclusion

A

lthough there are more initiatives
designed to make Singapore more
inclusive, the information can be
overwhelming and it makes it hard to see how
it all fits together. To try and simplify and
make the disability landscape more accessible,
DPA developed two publications titled,
“Singapore and the CRPD” and “Glossary of
Disability Terminology.”
Published in May 2015, Singapore and the UN
CRPD describes each article of the CRPD in
plain English and provides a short overview of
what policies are in place to translate each
article into a reality in Singapore. This is
followed by DPA’s opinion on how well each
article has been implemented and areas
where more can be done in the future. Over
the next few years DPA will work on a more
comprehensive report on the progress of the
CRPD in Singapore that involves engagement
with persons with disabilities, disability
organisations, caregivers and families of
persons with disabilities and other interested
stakeholders.
In October 2015, DPA replaced the Dictionary
of Disability Terminology with the Glossary of
Disability Terminology to reflect the changing
language used in the disability community.
The main difference between the older
dictionary and this glossary is that the glossary
highlights only the meaning and use of a
disability-related term, and no longer provides
information about pronunciation. In addition,
DPA has taken out negative disability
terminology from this glossary, preferring to
focus on and advocate for more appropriate
and positive terminology.
9

Singapore and the UN CRPD front cover.

Glossary of Disability Terminology
front cover.
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DPA staff and volunteers interacting with students at the Soch in Action ‘Be the Change’ exposition 2015.

DPA was invited to participate in the ‘6th
Annual Be the Change Exposition 2015′
organised by SoCh (Social Change) in Action.
SoCh in Action is a social enterprise that focuses
on empowering children to think, voice and act
to address real issues in the community. They
work closely with schools, social sector and
educators in designing and implementing
innovative programmes based on Social
Innovation and Human-Centred Design.

build an inclusive culture in the society. As part
of the Spin for Access game, participant was
asked to spin a wheel displaying numbers.
Based on the number the arrow ended up
pointing to the participant had to try and
identify an accessibility symbol. The participants
who identified the symbol correctly won prizes.
Those who did not learned about that symbol
meant. This activity focused on spreading
awareness about inclusion.

DPA’s booth had three interactive activities
designed to make disability awareness more
engaging – Caption It, Spin for Access and
Recycled T-Shirt bag making. In the Caption It
game participants were shown a poster and
asked to write a caption for it. This activity was
intended get people thinking about how to

Ms Halipa Ahmad, DPA’s Admin Assistant,
demonstrated how to make bags from used TShirts. The students had hands on experience
and used T-shirt were transformed into handy
bags within fifteen minutes. Such recycling
projects can be decent money earning projects
for disabled people.

ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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On Photo
DPA volunteer and workshop participant, Ms
Jan Evans, delivering a group activity at the
Advancing Inclusive Practices workshop: How
to plan and deliver inclusion training.
11
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We

empower persons with
disabilities and organisations
seeking to better the lives of the disability
community
ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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Sharing best practices at the
local level

Participants engaging actively in various discussions at the Advancing Inclusive Practices workshop.

O

n 12 and 13 May 2015, Ms Nina
Munday, DPA’s former Diversity &
Inclusion Consultant, returned to
deliver a workshop called Advancing Inclusive
Practices: How to plan and deliver inclusion
training to provide trainers or potential trainers
the skills to plan and deliver diversity and
inclusion training.
By equipping people who are already tasked
with creating a more accessible environment in
their respective organisations with the skills to
develop own training, DPA is helping to ensure
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that these people can go on to spread the
message of inclusion to their colleagues.
During this interactive course, participants
explored concepts such as learning styles,
learning outcomes and social structure. They
were given a range of tools enabling them to
challenge personal stereotypes and prejudices,
manage difficult audiences and overcome fears.
Towards the end of training course, participants
had the opportunity to demonstrate their
learning by delivering a group activity that they
came up with.
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Sharing Best Practices at
Regional Workshops

D

PA strongly believes that it is important to keep up to date with what is happening in the
disability community both locally and regionally. These networking opportunities are a great way
to take back best practices to Singapore, but are also an opportunity to share what Singapore is
doing to become more inclusive with other countries. To that end, DPA staff and members have
travelled to regional workshops to learn from other disabled people’s organisations, government policy
makers and persons with disabilities. This was made possible by the generous funding from the China
Disabled Persons’ Federation and the Chinese government, the Japanese-ASEAN Integration fund and
the Thai government.

Participants from various disabled people’s organisations and government bodies listening to a presentation at the
Regional Workshop on Community Rehabilitation.

From 10 to 23 May 2015, two DPA members
with disabilities, Ms Aisah Ibrahim and Ms
Abbasbhai Kagda Sakina, were invited to attend
a training workshop on “Initiators for Self-Help
Groups of Persons with Disabilities Towards
Rights-Based and Sustainable Community
Development” in Bangkok, Thailand. The
workshop was organised by the Thai
Government and fully sponsored by JapanASEAN Integration fund.
DPA believes in empowering its members to use
their voice to empower other persons with
disabilities to advocate for change and work
ANNUAL REPORT 2016

with the Government to build a more inclusive
Singapore. DPA hopes to engage more of its
members in these sorts of trainings.
From 19 to 25 July 2015, Ms Jorain Ng, DPA’s
Advocacy Executive, and Ms Asha Karen, DPA’s
Advocacy Consultant, participated in the
Regional
Workshop
on
CommunityRehabilitation: The Way Forward to
Sustainable
Development
in
ASEAN.
Participants were asked to share best practices
on community-based rehabilitation (CBR)
amongst the ASEAN member states and to help
create a roadmap to strengthen CBR
14

implementation in the ASEAN region. During
the workshop, DPA had the chance to visit an
independent living centre, a Home for Disabled
Babies and a Vocational Development Centre
for Disabled Persons.
From 16 September to 18 September 2015, Ms
Jorain Ng, DPA’s Advocacy Executive, and Ms
Halipa Ahmad, DPA’s Admin Assistant, attended
the China-ASEAN Disability Forum featuring
exhibitions about assistive technology and
presentations on disability policies in Nanning,
China. The event was jointly organised by the
Disabled Persons’ Federation of Guangxi Zhuang
Autonomous Region and the Secretariat of
China-ASEAN Expo, and fully sponsored by
China Disabled Persons’ Federation and the
Chinese government.

Participants engaging actively in various discussions
at the Regional Workshop on Community Based
Rehabilitation.

On 30 November 2015, Dr Medjeral-Mills,
Executive Director of DPA participated in a
workshop on mainstreaming disability rights in
the ASEAN region. The workshop was organised
by AGENDA, a regional consortium of Disabled
People’s Organisations (DPOs) and election
monitoring groups in South-East Asia.
Over the next couple of days, Dr Medjeral-Mills
attended the ASEAN Intergovernmental
Committee on Human Rights (AICHR) first
Regional Dialogue on the Mainstreaming of
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in the
ASEAN Community. The event brought
together DPOs, social welfare ministries,
lawmakers, universities, UN bodies, media
practitioners and companies from ASEAN
Member States. The event was also timed to
coincide with the International Day of Persons
with Disabilities, which is celebrated annually
on 3rd December.
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Panelists at the ASEAN Intergovernmental
Committee on Human Rights first Regional Dialogue
on the Mainstreaming of the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities in the ASEAN Community.
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Building advocacy skills
amongst persons with
disabilities
Enabling persons with
disabilities

D

PA is often approached by its
members and other persons with
disabilities and asked to make
complaints about public services on their
behalf. DPA strongly believes that consumer
feedback can be much more powerful coming
directly from the persons with disabilities.
For that reason, DPA produced an Advocacy
Toolkit to help the disability community plan
and deliver effective advocacy messages such
as writing a complaint or feedback letter and a
letter to the media. It was designed to make
disability advocacy more accessible to persons
with disabilities and those interested in
disability issues so that they can be part of our
efforts toward making Singapore more
inclusive. The publication is available for
download on DPA website.

Front cover of Advocacy Toolkit: How to
plan and deliver advocacy messages.

Capability building sessions

F

orums and feedback sessions are a great opportunity to engage with and empower persons with
disabilities to advocate for their rights, rather than relying on the Government or disability
organisations to anticipate their needs. DPA has always stressed that persons with disabilities
should get involved in policy consultation and formation so that any Government initiative that seeks to
better their situation have a chance of being truly effective.

ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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On 25 April 2015, DPA held an Accessibility
Sharing Session II at OnePeople.sg for the
Deaf community in Singapore to share their
thoughts about Deaf rights. 32 people joined
the session, including DPA staff members,
members of the Singapore Association for the
Deaf, sign language interpreters and other
hearing members of public.
Mr Yeo Chi Jin Alfred, who is deaf, made a
presentation on Deaf rights, particularly the
right on access to information by referring to
the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities. Wang Li-Sa and
Low Jarn May, from Clerc Communications,
then shared about the differences between
translating and transliterating, and what it
means to interpret language. They also gave
pointers on how to work with an interpreter
and note-taker.
On 28 December 2015, the DPA’s members
were invited to a familiarisation session
across the Downtown Line 2 MRT stations.
The session was organised by the Land
Transport Authority (LTA) to get persons with
disabilities familiar with the barrier-free
accessibility features. 20 people, including
DPA staff, members, and a volunteer, were
treated to a guided tour around the station.
Afterwards, DPA members were encouraged
to give feedback on how the station could
improve their facilities for those with
disabilities. DPA hopes that our collective
feedback will provide LTA with a better
understanding of the experiences of
commuters with disabilities. DPA always asks
its members to give feedback on the
accessibility of any venue it visits as a group.

17

DPA member, Mr Alfred Yeo, giving a presentation
on deaf rights at the Accessibility Sharing Session II.

Ms Wang Li-Sa and Ms Low Jarn May from Clerc
Communications sharing pointers on how to work
with an interpreter and note-taker at the
Accessibility Sharing Session II.
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On 28 December 2015, the DPA’s members

On Photos
(Top) DPA members and staffposing for a
group photo with the staff from the Land
Transport Authority. (Middle) DPA members
and staff posing for a group photo.(Bottom)
DPA Honorary Treasurer, Ms Sherena Loh,
giving feedback on the accessibility of the
Downtown Line 2 MRT station.
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On Photo
DPA members, friends, volunteers and staff
posing for a group photo at the Purple
Parade 2015.

19
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We foster a culture of understanding and respect for
persons with disabilities by

supporting and engaging with the
wider community
ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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Building Partnerships

Minister for Social and Family Development Tan Chuan Jin posing for a picture with DPA staff, members and
volunteers at the Community Chest Heartstrings Walk 2015.

Supporting organisations that highlight
inclusion

O

n 8 April 2015, DPA participated in the
Pioneer Heartbeat Day, an event
organised by the Pioneer Junior College
Interact Club for students to learn about
voluntary welfare organisations in Singapore.
DPA is glad to see students expressing interest
to volunteer and do their part for society.
Cultivating the mindset of inclusion should start
from young, and will go a long way in building
an inclusive Singapore.
DPA members and friends were invited by
ThreeSixZero Productions to participate in their
TV Program called “Three Men and a Journey.”
The program featured three local artistes, Tay
21

Ping Hui, Cavin Soh, and Huang Jing Lun, who
embarked on a 23-day journey together to
China in November 2015 to explore and
experience the culture. One of the goals of this
TV program was to motivate people with
disabilities to step out of their comfort zone.
For the first segment of their show, DPA
members and friends with disabilities were
invited to play tug of war and air rifle shooting
with the local artistes at Yishun Safra on 11
October 2015. DPA members and friends had an
enjoyable time thanks to the smooth and
efficient coordination of activities by the
production company.

DISABLED PEOPLE’S ASSOCIATION

Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean posing for a
photo with DPA member, Ms Jumiah Junid, at the
Community Chest Heartstrings Walk 2015.

Pioneer Junior College students signing up as a
DPA volunteer on Pioneer Heartbeat Day.

On 29 January 2016, 14 DPA members, staff and volunteers were treated to a guided tour of the Dahlia
Dream Floral Display at the Flower Dome at Gardens by the Bay. DPA also had the opportunity to visit
“The Future of Us” Exhibition – an immersive and multi-sensory experience that offers a glimpse into the
possibilities of how Singaporeans can live, work, play and care and learn in the future. DPA staff and
members were pleased to note that both attractions are wheelchair accessible and on-site transport can
be arranged for those with mobility issues who want to travel from the Flower Dome to the “The Future
of Us” Exhibition.
On 7 August 2015, 30 DPA staff, volunteers, friends and family participated in the Community Chest
Heartstrings Walk 2015 at Marina Bay Sands with Cognizant Technology Solutions to celebrate
Singapore as an inclusive and giving nation. The event featured a family carnival, a competitive race up
57 levels to reach Marina Bay Sands SkyPark, and a special drumming activity, which saw beneficiaries,
corporate volunteers, and the community coming together to create one rhythm signifying the united
heartbeat of one Singapore. DPA also met and mingled with two Members of Parliament – Deputy Prime
Minister, Teo Chee Hean, and Minister for Social and Family Development Tan Chuan-Jin.

DPA staff, members and volunteers posing for a group photo at Gardens by the Bay.
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On 2 February 2016, DPA attended “Live Well
& Thrive”, an event featuring panel discussion,
networking and the launch of AbleThrive, a
global platform that shares articles and videos
offering stories and advice relating to living
well with a disability. AbleThrive is an
institutional member of DPA.
Founder and Executive Director, Ms Brittany
Martin Déjean, moderated the panel
discussion which covered real-life experiences
relating to disability and prompted crosssector conversations on inclusion. The panel
included Ms Judy Wee, DPA Vice President.
The panelists shared their views on the
importance of support by friends and family,
attempting to find employment, interacting
with people without disabilities, inclusion in
mainstream education, the desire to
participate in sport (not just spectate), how
the disability landscape has changed over the
years and their wish list for the future.
On 19 March 2016, DPA participated in the
Diveheart workshop at the Republic of
Singapore Yacht Club. The event aimed to
raise awareness about the possibility of
persons with disabilities being trained and
employed as commercial environmental
divers as well as the therapeutic and
empowering benefits of diving of persons with
disabilities. It was organised by Charles Rowe,
an experienced commercial diver and trainer,
and the Diveheart Foundation, a non-profit
organisation that aims to build confidence and
independence in persons with disabilities
using Scuba diving as a tool. The event was
proudly supported by the Singapore
Association for the Deaf and the DPA. DPA
was glad to be a part of this showcase and will
share more information about future
opportunities for persons with disabilities to
be trained and employed as commercial
environmental divers.
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From left to right: Paralympic swimmer Ms
Theresa Goh Rui Si, Ablethrive Founder and
Executive Director Ms Brittany Martin Déjean
and DPA volunteer Ms Jan Evans posing for a
photo at the Ablethrive event.

DPA Board of Management member, Ms Lily
Goh, trying out scuba diving with guidance from
Diveheart Founder Mr Jim Elliott at the Diveheart
workshop.
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“

Supporting nationwide events that promote
disability inclusion

O

n 31 October 2015, the DPA
participated in the Purple Parade at
Hong Lim Park and was one of the 35
marching in the parade. 61 people joined DPA’s
contingent, which was made up of DPA
members, volunteers, families, friends and
staff. Our contingent members wore limited
edition DPA T-shirts with the slogan “30 Years
of Advocacy: DPA Since 1986” to commemorate
DPA’s 30 years of anniversary in 2016 and held
specially designed DPA purple fans. Members
also held placards displaying DPA’s public
education posters.
The mix of persons with and without disabilities
is especially significant as it symbolises DPA’s
message that inclusion is a societal
responsibility and not just something persons
with disabilities should be advocating for. It was
especially heartwarming to see Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong lending his support for the
event and stopping by our contingent to take a
picture with DPA – an honour given to a select
few at the parade.

Friendships were forged and
rekindled and I left with a
warm fuzzy feeling and
affirmation that if you have
a passion to work towards a
better inclusive society, you
should make the most of
every opportunity that
presents itself, the Purple
Parade is one such
opportunity. So to next year!
- DPA President, Mr Nicholas Aw, on the Purple
Parade.

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, Mayor of Central Singapore District Denise Phua Lay Peng, DPA staff, members,
volunteers and friends posing for a group photo at the Purple Parade 2015. Photo taken from Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong’s facebook.
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DPA staff, members and volunteers posing for a group photo at One Team Singapore Rally.

DPA participated in ASEAN Para Games 2015
events. In the lead up to the Games, DPA
attended the One Team Singapore Rally at
Marina Bay on 14 November 2015. 26 people
from DPA including members, staff,
volunteers and members from the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing Federation Singapore, DPA’s
institutional member, turned up at the Rally
featuring tryouts of disability sports and meetand-greet sessions with Team Singapore
athletes. More than just an awareness-raising
event about disability sports, the event also
aimed to change public attitudes towards
persons with disabilities by focusing on their
abilities, especially given that there was a
turnout of close to 8000 people.
On 4 December 2015, DPA attended the
ActiveSG Experience ASEAN Para Games.
Organised by ActiveSG, the event was
designed to enable students and communities
to support our Team Singapore Athletes
during the ASEAN Para Games. 14 persons
from DPA, including staff, members,
volunteers, friends and families were treated
to a guided tour around the Sportshub Cluster
where the games were held live.
25

Paralympian Jason Chee Weng Fei, DPA members,
staff and volunteers posing for a group photo at
the ASEAN Para Games.

DPA members, volunteers and staff posing for a
th
group photo at the 8 ASEAN Para Games.
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Nurturing the next generation of disability
advocates

DPA Advocacy Consultant, Ms Asha Karen, delivering disability awareness talks to participants from
various sectors.

D

PA’s Disability Awareness Talk Series
(DATS) was officially launched with our
first batch of student advocates, Team
Echo (Temasek Junior College) and Project
Butterfly Team (Hwa Chong Institution) on 29
May 2015 as part of the Purple Fiesta (for more
information see the dedicated write-up on
DPA’s website).
The DATS series offers interactive talks and
workshops to schools, companies and other
organisations, sharing the message that people
with and without disability need to work
ANNUAL REPORT 2016

together to build an inclusive society and how
they can go about doing so. The talks and
workshops are also aimed at fostering future
inclusion advocates and DPA’s Advocacy
Consultant, will work with participants of the
talks and workshops to mentor them in their
own advocacy initiatives.
As of 31 March 2016, 1521 participants from 15
educational institutions, three religious
institutions have benefitted from these talks,
which have been generously supported by the
Care and Share initiative.
26

On 29 May 2015, DPA took part in the Purple
Fiesta, an event supporting the inclusion of
people with disabilities in Singapore. The
event was organised by Team Echo of
Temasek Junior College. The event was
thought up and run by student advocates
after they felt inspired by DPA’s Disability
Awareness Talk. DPA mentored the students
through the process, but was very clear that
the students should be in charge of the event
as a valuable learning experience.
The Purple Fiesta featured an interaction
session with DPA members, DPA booth,
games, song dedication, a mural where you
can show support for inclusion with your
thumbprint, purple merchandise as well as
live performances. The simulation gameplay
Xcape, in which one can experience what it
might feel like to be a person with disabilities
in a timed obstacle course, was popular with
the students. The participants shared that this
game helped them to better understand the
abilities and challenges of people with
disabilities.

Temasek Junior College students posing for a
group photo at Purple Fiesta.

On 11 December 2015, DPA and Caretalyst
jointly organised Project Illuminate –
Servathon 2015, an event raising awareness
and promoting inclusion of people with
disabilities. Caretalyst is a student initiated
portfolio from Nanyang Technological
University that aims to promote volunteerism
through a series of planned activities. The
Caretalysts designed a series of games in
which the students partnered up with a DPA
member and they had to work together to
complete them all.
They were well planned and enthusiastically
received, with goodie bags and prizes
awarded at the end. After the games there
were performances by DPA members
including a wheelchair dance by Ms Margaret
Revalle See Mei Ing and singing by Mr Adam
Teoh Eng Poh, Ms Halipa Ahmad and Ms Aisah
Binte Ibrahim, The DPA team also lead a “Signa-Long” version of the festive “Jingle Bells”.
27

DPA member, Ms Jumiah Junid, playing a game
at Project Illuminate.
DISABLED PEOPLE’S ASSOCIATION

On 5 March 2016, DPA attended the flagship
event of ‘More Than Dis’ campaign. The
campaign was initiated by a trio of
undergraduates from the Wee Kim Wee School
of Communications and Information, with the
goal of strengthening inclusion of persons with
disabilities in Singapore. 78 people attended the
event, including Member of Parliament, Tin Pei
Ling.
As part of their campaign, the team put up a
photo exhibition showcasing the stories of
seven employees with disabilities. There was

also a sharing session by representatives from
DPA, SPD (formerly Society for the Physically
Disabled) and Pizza Hut Singapore on the topic
of inclusive workplaces. After that, some
members of the audience tried their hands at
making rojak in a workshop led by Dignity
Kitchen. This event was part of DPA’s project to
mentor future advocates to develop their own
projects that raise awareness about disability
following a Disability Awareness Talk. ‘More
than Dis’ received media coverage and was
even featured at the NCSS We Are Able
Conference 2016.

(Top) Organisers of the ‘More Than Dis’ campaign Grace, Freddy and Jerome posing for a group photo
with DPA member, staff and volunteers at the flagship event. (Below) DPA members, volunteers and
staff working together to make rojak.
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Key Media Highlights

D

PA monitors disability issues being discussed in the press and, when appropriate, writes
responses or clarifications to be published in the forums. At other times, DPA writes letters to
the forums to raise issues that DPA feels warrant public exposure and discussion. DPA is also
frequently interviewed by the media on accessibility issues for persons with disabilities. Information on
these interviews can be found on DPA website here: http://www.dpa.org.sg/?page_id=1159
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DPA Facebook page likes
INCREASED BY 66%
over the FY

Overall increase in likes, shares,
and comments on DPA Facebook posts

68,530
views of DPA
website in FY
2015-2016
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DPA Board of Management for
2015/2016

Mr Nicholas Aw
President

Ms Judy Ann Wee
Vice President

Mrs Chang – Tang Siew Ngoh
Honorary Secretary

Ms Sherena Loh
Honorary Treasurer

Ms Tan Keng Ying
Assistant Honorary Treasurer

Mr Arsalan Ali
Committee Member

Mr Leo Chen Ian

Ms Lily Goh

Mr Paul Yuen Kai Seng

Committee Member

Committee Member

Committee Member
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Organisational Chart

Board of Management

Executive
Director:
Marissa Lee
Medjeral-Mills

Admin Manager:
Anusiah a/p
Tharmalingam

Advocacy
Consultant:

Advocacy
Executive:

Asha Karen

Jorain Ng

Adminstrative
Assistant:
Halipa Ahmad
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DPA Membership as at 31
March 2016
Total membership
Total paid-up membership
Life membership

: 173
: 127 (including life members)
: 53

2016

*Arrears
0
8
8

Paid-up (including
life member)
11
2
13

Life
member
0
2
2

Institutional Membership
Associate Membership
Sub Total of Associate/Institution
Individual/Type of Disability

11
10
21

Sensory – Visual impairment
Sensory – Hearing impairment

38
26

11
4

27
22

9
16

Developmental – Autism spectrum
disorder
Developmental - Intellectual Disability
Developmental - Other
Physical – Wheelchair user

3

0

3

0

1
3
42

0
0
11

1
3
31

1
0
15

Physical – Mobility aid user
Physical – Motorised wheelchair user
Physical – Other
Multiple disabilities
Sub Total of Individual Members
Total

12
15
6
6
152
173

5
2
2
3
38
46

7
13
4
3
114
127

3
5
2
0
51
53

* DPA members in arrears for more than five years who cannot give a good reason for lack of payment
will have their membership revoked.
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Management and Governance
Policies
DPA fully subscribes to and complies with the regulations of the Charities Act and the Personal Data
Protection Act. We have established procedures and guidelines in accordance with the requirements of
these Acts, and update or review these as required.

Disabled People’s Association
Disabled People’s Association (DPA) is a non-profit organisation of people with disabilities. It was formed
in 1987 and was registered as a charity with the Commissioner of Charities on 30 December 1996. On
the 7 November 1997, DPA became an Associate Member of the National Council of Social Services
(NCSS). DPA has issued tax-exempt receipts for direct donations since April 2000. Membership stands at
153 as at 31st March 2015.

Charity Registration Number:

1348

ROS Registration Number:

202/84/WEL

UEN Number:

S86SS0002F

Registered Address:

1 Jurong West Central 2
#04-01 Jurong Point Shopping Centre
Singapore 648886

Banker:

CIMB
DBS
Hong Leong
Maybank
RHB

Auditor:

Verity Partners Pte Ltd
Certified Public Accountants

Website:

www.dpa.org.sg

Affiliation:

Disabled Peoples’ International

Full Member:

National Council of Social Services
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